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ynthia Stott, creator of The Generosity Code™ Changing the Way
We Do Business, is a transformational leader and business advocate
who guides mission-driven entrepreneurs and executives to get paid
well for doing what they love. As a proven professional, she spent two decades
at the Federal Reserve Bank analyzing money and business data and critiquing
CEOs and boards of directors.
Cynthia uniquely combines business strategy, marketing expertise and the
intuitive and creative skills of a Reiki Master to support her clients with BIG
Visions to have BIG Impact and attract BIG Money to make it happen.

“Your Success is waiting for YOU. What are You waiting for?”
Click here to find out how!
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Change
The World

“Cynthia Stott is a highly intuitive, talented success mindset expert. She
provides insights and observations to help her clients move forward, releasing
fear and overcoming obstacles in a single session. I highly recommend
Cynthia’s work.”
~ Sylvia D., Executive Leadership Development
“I’ve heard it called ‘the holy grail’ – reconstructing the part of your belief
system that no longer/never benefitted you…Her process is so simple and
effortless.”
~ Carolyn W., Agriculture/Green Industries
ynthia Stott is a sought after speaker who has addressed worldwide
Audiences by teleseminars, telesummits, webinars, and live events to
rave reviews and looks forward to the opportunity to deliver her brand
of excellence to your audience. Her perspectives have been featured
in business magazines and internet radio shows reaching an audience of over
100,000

Cynthia’s Powerful Presentations
SHINE in 2014! It's Your Time to SHINE Confidence Booster
Get the mindset of a success speaker, transform stage fright, nervousness and
anxiety into excitement!
Eliminate Failure: A new perspective on “failure” that stops procrastination and
leads to your and your team’s greater success.
415.580.1417
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